Scaling the gene duplication problem towards the Tree of Life: Accelerating the rSPR heuristic search
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Abstract

The gene duplication problem seeks the species tree that implies the fewest duplications across a collection of gene trees. We describe two new improvements to existing heuristics that greatly accelerate the rSPR local search. The improvements involve (i) reducing the computational complexity by $\Theta(n/h)$ for sequential evaluations of the reconciliation cost on $n$ taxa and a tree height of $h$, and (ii) a lightweight and effective heuristic search strategy. In analyses of both empirical and simulated data sets, the new improvements display tremendous speedup from the best existing heuristics with no apparent loss of accuracy. We also demonstrate with simulated data that the improved heuristics can easily compute species trees with 100,000 taxa on a single desktop processor.

1 Introduction

Phylogenetic trees can be powerful tools for examining patterns of biodiversity [1] and the structure of communities and ecosystems [2] as well as comparative analyses of species and character evolution and diversification [3, 4]. Performing such analyses on a macro-evolutionary or ecological scale often requires extremely large phylogenies. There is great interest in developing methods that can synthesize new molecular data into extremely large-scale phylogenetic hypotheses, and ultimately the tree of life. However, large-scale phylogenetic inference presents several enormously challenging computational problems, including the limitations of available memory and the computational burden of efficient heuristics [5]. In this paper, we present two new approaches that greatly speed up the inference of large-scale phylogenetic trees based on gene tree species tree reconciliation, allowing phylogenetic analyses on an unprecedented scale.

Maximum parsimony (MP) and maximum likelihood (ML) are among the most popular methods for inferring trees. Both take an alignment of gene sequences and attempt to identify the optimal tree based on an optimality criterion, either the tree that implies the fewest character substitutions (MP) or the tree that maximizes the probability of observing the data based on a model of evolution (ML). Both MP and ML methods have been used to build phylogenetic trees with tens of thousands of taxa (e.g., [6, 7]). However, these methods have some limitations for large-scale phylogenetics. First, the size of the character matrices can create an enormous memory burden that, in practice, limits the number of genes that can be incorporated into an analysis. For example, if the average gene is conservatively 1000 base pairs (bp) long, a character matrix with 100,000 taxa and just 10 genes would include 1 billion cells and 1000 genes would be 100 billion cells. Second, both MP and ML implicitly assume that all of the genes share a common evolutionary history. However, evolutionary processes such as gene duplications and losses, incomplete lineage sorting (or deep coalescence), horizontal transfer, and recombination can affect the topologies of gene trees, producing incongruence between the gene tree and species tree topologies [8]. This incongruence among gene trees can produce error in MP and ML analyses (e.g., [9, 10]).

One approach to inferring species trees from genes with complex evolutionary histories is gene tree parsimony (GTP), which seeks to identify the species tree that implies the minimum number of events that cause conflict among the gene trees (e.g., [11, 8]). Specifically, GTP takes a collection of gene trees and seeks a species tree that contains all taxa represented in the gene trees and implies the fewest gene duplications, duplications and losses, or deep coalescence events (e.g., [12]). Thus, unlike MP or ML, GTP does not assume a single underlying phylogeny for gene trees. Furthermore, since the input for GTP analysis is a set of trees rather than gene alignments from each gene, GTP has a much lower memory burden than MP or ML. However, GTP is an NP-hard problem (e.g., [13]), and analyses with more than approximately 15 taxa require heuristic solutions.

Recent improvements in the speed of local search heuristics have allowed GTP to be applied to genome-
scale data sets with hundreds of taxa (e.g., [14, 15]). For example, a recent GTP analysis included 18,896 gene trees from 131 plant taxa [16]. Yet this is still far from the tree of life. We present new improvements to GTP heuristics that in practice produce enormous speedup in the existing heuristic with no apparent loss of accuracy. These new heuristic approaches enable GTP analyses to incorporate large sections of the tree of life from large proportions of the genome.

2 Notations

We consider only rooted, binary trees $T$, where $V(T)$ are the nodes and $E(T)$ the edges of a tree $T$. We denote a species tree and gene tree with $S$ and $G$ respectively. Each terminal in $S$ is uniquely labeled with a taxon name, among a total of $n$ taxa, and every terminal in the gene trees maps to one of these taxa. A subtree $X$ of a tree $T$ can be any connected subgraph of $T$ where the root of $X$ is the node closest to $root(T)$, whereas a clade, denoted as $T_v$, is the subtree induced by an interior node $v$ and all of its descendants. The root of a subtree or tree is denoted with $root(T)$. All ancestral nodes of a node $v$ are denoted with $ancestor(v)$, i.e. all nodes along the path from $v$ to the $root(T)$ where $T$ is the tree, and the parent of a node $v$ is its immediate ancestor $parent(v) = x | x \in ancestor(v)$ and $(v,x) \in E(T)$. The tree rearrangement operation rSPR (rooted subtree prune and regraft [17, 18]) is informal: relocating a clade into a different edge or to the root in a rooted tree (e.g. Figure 1). We will perform these rSPR operations exclusively on species trees, and denote with $rSPR_S(v)$ the set of all rSPR operations such that $S_v$ is the pruned clade. The LCA (lowest or most recent common ancestor) of two nodes is $lca(u,v)$. A LCA mapping between a gene tree $G$ and a species tree $S$ is a node mapping between both trees induced by the genetic terminal mapping and the LCAs in $S$. The node mapping is denoted with $s = map(g)$ where $g$ is a gene tree node and $s$ the corresponding species tree node.

3 Sequential Search Steps

We first describe a computational speed up for the rSPR heuristic search that is designed to take advantage of the characteristics of typical empirical data sets. Our heuristic search objective is the minimum size $m$ of a species tree which are evaluated for a better reconciliation cost (lower gene duplication cost). The fundamental computational steps are to compute (1) the LCA for the guidance tree, (2) the mapping between gene trees and guidance tree, and (3) the gene duplication cost. Step 1 can be solved in linear time to the species tree size $V(S)$ using RMQ (Range Minimum Query) [19]. Typically step 2 and 3 are the most computationally costly ones, since the gene tree input size $m = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \mid V(G_i) \mid$ by far excels the species tree one $V(S)$. Step 3 merely requires mapping changes to update the gene duplication cost.

The computational complexity for the mapping is linear to $m$, and in practice can be computed initially quickly even for huge trees, but not for frequent sequential rSPR operations. In theory, all node mappings can be altered by a single rSPR operation on the guidance tree. However, in practice it is likely that only a minor partition of node mappings, denoted with set $L$, is actually altered and $|L| \ll m$. This is due to the fact that multiple gene duplications occur throughout the species tree, and the species tree not guidance tree is most likely not completely pectinate.

**Problem 1.** Given a LCA mapping, predicting the altering node mappings when applying a rSPR operation on the species tree.

By solving this problem efficiently we can simply recompute the LCA on the guidance tree and all predicted altering node mappings to obtain the new LCA mapping between a new guidance tree and the gene trees.

The mapping between every pair of $G_i$ and $S$ can be computed independently, so without loss of generality we simply investigate changes for a single gene tree $G_i$ only.

**Definition 2.** A gene tree node $g$ is colored blue when the node mapping $map(g)$ is altered for any rSPR op-
Lemma 3. A blue node has a descendant mapping to a node in $P$ and a node in $S \setminus P$.

All blue nodes can be identified quickly considering the following two properties: (i) The blue nodes always form a single connected subtree within the gene tree $G$ and include the root (e.g. indicated in Figure 2), this can be derived from the heritage of cascading clades, where the property of Lemma 3 is preserved for any clade containing at least one blue node. (ii) The node color can indirectly be determined from its current node mapping, that is, the node mapping before a rSPR operation, by tolerating situational false-positives. Every blue node’s mapping must map to a red node, indicated in Figure 1, whose form the set $A = \text{ancestor}(\text{root}(P))$, because all depend on descendant’s mappings into $P$. By precomputing $A$ we can lookup in constant time if $\text{map}(g)$ is contained in the set or not. Other white nodes can also map into $A$ and these are counted as false-positives. Later in this section we discuss how limited likely a false-positive is.

Outlined, our algorithm is identifying the blue subtree including false-positives, by traversing $G$ from the root. Afterward the node mapping is recomputed in the post-order of the subtree.

Applicability – Although our algorithm works for any type of rSPR operation, a special operation rSPR* is of most importance for modern heuristic searches, since this operation is exclusively been used in the search algorithm [14] and the program DupTree [20].

Definition 4. A rSPR* operation is a rSPR operation where either $u$ or $v$, respectively the prune and regraft edge, is connected to the root of the species tree.

Figure 1 shows a rSPR* operation where a clad is moved to the root of $S$. These rSPR* operations can efficiently be solved with our algorithm, because for any rSPR* operation the set of blue nodes is identical to $L$. Let us check the rSPR* where $v$ is connected to the root of $S$, then prior to the rSPR* operation all blue node’s mappings go to some species node in $S$. Now the rSPR* to the root introduces a new node, the root node, connected directly to $P$ and the remaining tree. By lemma 3 any blue node’s mapping depends directly or subsequently on a mapping in $P$, thus all blue node’s mappings will map to the new root node. For symmetry reasons the rSPR* where $u$ is connected to the root of $S$ is the inverse of the former rSPR*. That means for any rSPR* operation, the blue nodes exactly identify the set of node mappings that will change.

Complexity – The exact run time of our algorithm correlates to the actual mapping changes. Its complexity is bounded by $O(b + |A|)$ where $b$ is the number of nodes identified as being blue. In the worst case this can be as bad as $O(m + n)$, but that being argued is not the typical situation, and in the best case the run time is bounded by $\Theta(k + n)$. In a heuristic search we methodically evaluate rSPR operations on all clades in $S$, and we can give an amortized complexity for the search. A more or less homogeneous occurrence of gene duplications is likely throughout the time line even for the suboptimal guidance trees, so with a probability of $P(\text{map}(g) \in A) = |A|/(2n - 1)$ a mapping is going into $|A|$. This implies the median blue subtree is of size $b = m P(\text{map}(g) \in A)$. A node can mistakenly be identified as blue with the same probability $P(\text{map}(g) \in A)$, so the number of mapping changes is to be expected not less than $b/2$. With $|A| \leq h$ being bounded by the height of the guidance tree we can bound the complexity for the sequential rSPR evaluations on average with $O(n + m h/n)$, and the amortized complexity for a complete rSPR* neighborhood evaluation with $O(n^2 + m h)$, this is a $\Theta(n/h)$ speedup compared to DupTree [20].
4 Heuristic search

We also can achieve a large speedup in practice with the computational lightweight hill climbing heuristic shown in algorithm 1. This heuristic obtains its speed from optimizing the species tree without necessarily following the steepest descent. The lightweight heuristic dynamically partitions the rSPR-neighborhood into smaller rSPR_S-neighborhoods and optimizes the guidance tree whenever possible.

5 Experiments

Empirical Data Sets – We first tested the new heuristic and compared it against the heuristic implemented in DupTree [20] using three empirical data sets of very different sizes. First are gene trees from a published study of green plants (18896 gene trees; 136 total species; [16]). We also made sets of gene trees for the gymnosperm and Saxifragales plant clades. These trees were made by downloading from GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) the core nucleotide sequences from the specified clade and appropriate outgroups. The sequences were clustered into sets of homologs based on BLAST scores [21] and the clusters were aligned using MUSCLE [22]. The gene trees were inferred using ML implemented in RAxML [23] and rooted using the outgroup taxa. The gymnosperm data set has 77 gene trees and 950 total species, and the Saxifragales data set has 51 gene trees and 958 total species. For each data set, we ran both our new heuristic and DupTree 100 times. All analyses were performed on an Intel®Xeon®2.53GHz processor.

The fastest runs for the new heuristic ranged from 28x faster than DupTree in the green plant data set to over 200x faster in the gymnosperm data set (Table 1). Both heuristics appeared to quickly find an optimal topology for the green plant data set. In all the data sets except the green plants, the score of the best tree varied among runs, suggesting that the rSPR search can get trapped in local optima. However, in 100 runs there was no evidence that our improved heuristic found worse trees than DupTree (Table 1). In fact, in the Saxifragales data set, the improved heuristic found trees with lower reconciliation cost than any trees found by DupTree (Table 1).

Simulated Data Sets – We also performed analyses on data sets that we generated by simulation. We made both small data sets (400, 800, 1200, 1600, and 2000 species; Figure 3) and large data sets (10,000, 20,000, 40,000, 60,000, 80,000, and 100,000 species; Figure 4). For both the small and large simulated data sets, we first generated a species tree based on the Yule pure birth process using r8s [24]. For the small data sets, we then generated 500 gene trees with a minimum of 25 taxa and a maximum of half the number of taxa in the species tree, and for the large data sets we generated 1000 gene trees with a minimum of 5% of the total species and a maximum of 50% of the total species. To make the gene trees, we first randomly selected internal nodes in the species tree that had a sufficient number of descending leaves. We then randomly chose a number between 0 and 100%, and, if this percentage of leaves descending from our chosen node exceeded our minimum size requirement, we randomly selected this percentage of the descending leaves. We then made a subtree, our gene tree, which included only the randomly selected nodes. This process was repeated until we had the required number of gene trees. We finally introduced conflict to represent the conflict we observe in gene trees. The conflict consisted of SPR swaps on 25% of the nodes, moving them a maximum of 3 nodes from their original placement.

We created 100 starting species trees with a simple leaf adding heuristic and proceeded with the best one, and then averaged over multiple heuristic searches. On the small data sets we ran both our heuristic and DupTree (Figure 3). The 2000 taxon data sets took on average of 10.5 hours with DupTree, and we found that larger data sets become computationally unwieldy with DupTree. Thus, we only ran the larger data sets with our new heuristic, which was capable of inferring a species tree 50 times bigger than the small data set with 100,000 taxa in 36.3 hours on average.

### Algorithm 1 Lightweight heuristic search.

1. Let Q be a round robin queue filled with V(S) in random order.
2. Let node v be the next node in Q.
3. If rSPR(S_v) is valid, then compute the rSPR(S_v) neighborhood.
4. If found, apply most optimizing rSPR on S.
5. Goto step 2, unless step 4 failed |Q| times.

### Table 1: Timings (in seconds) and final gene duplications (minimum - maximum of 100 individual searches) for the data sets (1) green plants, (2) gymnosperms, and (3) Saxifragales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data set</th>
<th>our heuristic</th>
<th>DupTree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dup. range</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>248757</td>
<td>31s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1843 - 1880</td>
<td>7s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>813 - 848</td>
<td>4s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5% of the total species and a maximum of 50% of the total species. To make the gene trees, we first randomly selected internal nodes in the species tree that had a sufficient number of descending leaves. We then randomly chose a number between 0 and 100%, and, if this percentage of leaves descending from our chosen node exceeded our minimum size requirement, we randomly selected this percentage of the descending leaves. We then made a subtree, our gene tree, which included only the randomly selected nodes. This process was repeated until we had the required number of gene trees. We finally introduced conflict to represent the conflict we observe in gene trees. The conflict consisted of SPR swaps on 25% of the nodes, moving them a maximum of 3 nodes from their original placement.

We created 100 starting species trees with a simple leaf adding heuristic and proceeded with the best one, and then averaged over multiple heuristic searches. On the small data sets we ran both our heuristic and DupTree (Figure 3). The 2000 taxon data sets took on average of 10.5 hours with DupTree, and we found that larger data sets become computationally unwieldy with DupTree. Thus, we only ran the larger data sets with our new heuristic, which was capable of inferring a species tree 50 times bigger than the small data set with 100,000 taxa in 36.3 hours on average.
Figure 3: Performance comparison of heuristic searches on simulated data sets. The average run time of our heuristic is with 18 seconds at its worst where DupTree quickly reaches its limits.

Figure 4: Average run time of our heuristic on large simulated data sets.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we described two new approaches that vastly improve the speed phylogenetic estimation based on GTP with little or no apparent loss in accuracy. In analyses of numerous empirical and simulated data sets, our new implementation of GTP is much faster than the GTP implementation in DupTree [20], which itself represented a tremendous increase in speed over the original naïve rSPR heuristics implemented in GeneTree [25]. With our new speedup it is now possible on a single desktop processor to use GTP to estimate species trees with 100,000 taxa, which, to our knowledge, is larger than any published phylogenetic trees computed from scratch.

While faster heuristics are desirable, ideally the increase in speed will not result in finding less optimal solutions than slower heuristics. Reassuringly, in our analyses of numerous empirical and simulated data sets, the best reconciliation scores using the new, faster heuristics are very similar to, and sometimes better than, scores from the previous local rSPR heuristic (Table 1, Figure 3). However, the rSPR searches may get trapped in local optima. In this case, our new heuristic allows many more runs than previous heuristics, and this should lead to better results than relying on a single or few runs. For example, in our 2000 taxon simulated data set, we could run our new heuristic 2100 times while DupTree is performs a single rSPR search. Still, we are currently working on new approaches, such as a ratchet search (see [26]), to ameliorate the problem of local optima.

Our new rSPR heuristic is currently limited to the duplication cost model of gene tree species tree reconciliation. With incomplete gene sampling, it is difficult to distinguish a gene loss from missing data. Therefore, unless there is complete genomic sequence data for all taxa, which is very unlikely across huge species sets, it may be appropriate to count only gene duplications. Still, we note that any sequential rSPR operation, like those used to infer trees under the duplication loss and deep coalescence cost models [15], can potentially be sped up with our initial algorithm, and we are working to generalize our heuristic speedup to other methods of gene tree reconciliation.

The new rSPR heuristic suggests that gene tree reconciliation may be an effective method to infer the tree of life. A parallel computing approach was effective for increasing the speed and scale of previous GTP heuristics [27], and such an approach may enable our current approach to scale to the size of the tree of life. The GTP approach may be especially amenable to computing the tree of life. GTP uses gene trees as input, as opposed to large alignments, which greatly reduces the memory requirements and makes it practical to incorporate thousands of genes into an analysis. Furthermore, GTP based on duplications or duplications and losses do not require orthologous genes, and unlike ML or MP, GTP can easily incorporate data large gene families in phylogenetic inference. With greater taxon sampling, it is more likely that gene trees will be incongruent due to events such as duplication, loss, deep coalescence, or horizontal transfer, and thus, GTP may be especially appropriate for inferring large-scale phylogeny from multiple genes from multi-gene data sets. Still, we note that GTP is certainly not a replacement for more conventional phylogenetic methods like ML or MP. In fact, GTP relies on such methods to build the input gene trees, and the computational burden required to build the gene tree data sets likely far exceeds the computational burden of inferring the species tree using GTP. Thus, while our new heuristic approaches to GTP make it possible to estimate large-scale phylogenies from gene tree, estimating the
tree of life will also require further speedup in other phylogenetic methods.
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